Electrical nano-imprint lithography.
We present a novel technique called electrical nano-imprint lithography (e-NIL) for topographic and electrostatic patterning of thermoplastic electret films at the nanometer scale. This versatile parallel process consists of simultaneously transferring micro- or nano-patterns from a conductive mold into a thermoplastic electret film and injecting positive or negative electrical charges into the bottom of the imprinted patterns. As proof of concept, we used this e-NIL process to fabricate arrays of 5 μm and 300 nm wide topographic charged patterns into polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) thin films coated on silicon wafers. We demonstrated that these patterned PMMA films, exhibiting thousands of topographically confined and electrostatically active sites, can be used for high-throughput directed assembly of colloidal nanoparticles.